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ntroduction
n
In
Nuclear pprocesses thatt influence thhe final
fisssion fragmennt spins and exxcitation energ
gies are
im
mportant from
m a nuclear tecchnology view
w-point
beecause they ddetermine the partition and energy
reelease througgh prompt neutrons and gamma
raays. From a ffundamental view-point tooo they
arre very important and thhey still constitute a
w
widely
open problem in collective nuclear
dyynamics. Thhese processees are caussed by
m
motions
of nuccleons governned by the chhanging
onne-body meann field. Keeping this in miind, the
prresent work examine the frragment spin bearing
b
m
modes
that are active duringg the final phhases of
thhe fission proccess.
Notable works in sponntaneous and thermal
t
neeutron fissionns have beenn reported recently
r
w
which
suggest that the ‘spiin bearing coollective
m
modes’
can bee replaced alm
most entirely by the
quuantal fluctuaations that arrise from Heissenberg
unncertainty[1]. However thee axial alignm
ment of
thhe nascent or just
j separated fragments is a prereequisite for this
t
mechaniism to operaate and
prrecisely how this ‘collectivve’ spatial alignment
is achieved by
b the fragm
ments is nott made
cllear[1]. Anothher level of asssumption is that
t
the
syystem at scisssion is represented by a wave
fuunction, a puure case withh no temperaature[1].
H
However
numeerous studiess show that nuclear
fisssion is a typiical example of
o damped coollective
m
motion.

M
Model
Rotationaal motions in a progreessively
neecking-in ppre-scission nucleus caan be
unnderstood onn the basis of
o collective modes
innduced by thee fast elementtary nucleon transfer
t
prrocesses[2]. IIn the final phases, the volume
from which the nucleons fiinally recede to prea
fragments is sppatially confinned (on the average)
too the neck reggion. Here we attempt a teentative
stuudy of one--body dissipaation mechannism of
suuch nucleonn recess
and the possible
p

consequences foor the dynamiics of fragmen
nt spin
bearing modes. The generaalized wall formula
fo
n
[3]] is used as a basis for thiss study. The nucleon
reccess is treatedd as pair of ddrifts in the nucleon
n
gaas. A schem
matic represenntation
forr such
nuucleon drifts frrom neck regiion is given inn Fig. 1
off Ref.[4] (and also in Fig.1 below in som
me bare
y how
details) and it is explainedd qualitatively
bearing
succh pairs of drifts excitees the spin-b
moodes. Dependding on the directions of (a
a1, R1)
annd (a2, R2), there can, nnot only be angular
a
moomentum
imparted
with
dirrection
perpendicular to symmetryy axis as in
i the
mponents paraallel to
wrriggling modee, but also com
sym
mmetry axis as
a in the twistiing mode[4,5]].

Figg. 1 Schem
matic diagram
m illustratinng the
nuucleon drifts from the necck region in a presciission nucleuss. a1 and a2 are the pair of
o drift
vectors and R1
1 and R2 aree the radius vectors
v
connecting the respective suurface elemen
nts and
thee centers of masses O1 aand O2 of th
he prefraagments.
Allthough it is not necessarry that the nucleon
n
traansfers occur simultaneoussly and they are of
exactly oppositee momenta, thhese qualities are to
be maintained on
o the averagge over a reassonable
p
shoort time periiod. Accordinng to the present
woork, Heisennberg uncerttainty and Pauli
exclusion princiiples play theeir essential ro
oles in
m neck
maaintaining thee nucleon pair drifts from
reggion. Let the joint probabiility that a paair drift
occur be P1(a1,R1)P
(
2(a2,R2)f12(a1,R1,a2,R2)
whhere f12 is thee joint distribbution that saatisfies
above criteria, at
a least in an aapproximate way.
w A
r
paarticularly diffficult task is to design a reliable
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numerical algorithm to calculate different
contributions to f12. Having obtained f12, the joint
probability is calculated by statistical (Monte
Carlo) integration [6].

Pre-fragments
The pre-scission configurations at which
above model can be applied need careful
considerations as one is dealing with an overall
out-of-equilibrium process.
This problem
involves not just one property of the system like
its potential energy surface but also the
formation dynamics of pre-fragments and their
interactions. A two-stage description has been
proposed in the microscopic study of nuclear
scission and quantum localization in [7].
According to this work, from the onset, as one
approach the scission point, the pre-fragments
emerge into existence, and as a result, the values
of the global constraints split into
the
contributions from these pre-fragments. It is
expected that the correct description of the
system will rely on separate collective
coordinates for these individual pre-fragments.
For one-body dissipation the scission shapes are
compact and they are the same for the fission of
light nuclei as for the fission of heavy nuclei. In
the present work two-sets of shape parameters,
the ‘funny hills’ [8] and the ‘five-parameter
dumbbell’ [9] have been used as alternative sets
of shape parameters for pre-fragments, that
bearing the above one-body criterion.

One-body dissipation
The exchange, back and forth, of nucleons
between two nuclei connected by a narrow neck
has been treated in the window formula for
heavy ion collisions[3]. Pairs of drifts from the
neck region in pre-scission nucleus, which are in
a more organized form, has not been treated
before. These drifts can set in highly correlated
type of motions of the surface elements and
these motions can survive as rotations. In
general, the work done by surface displacements
n proceeding at a rate ṅ should be written as[3]
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where D specifies the normal component of the
drift velocity of the particles about to strike the
surface element d. In the case of a rigid
container endowed with a steady translation with
velocity V and a steady rotation about an origin
O with angular velocity  the dissipation would
cease if the drift became such that
. ,
2
since this is just the normal velocity ṅ of a
surface element of the rigidly moving container
(R is the radius vector from O to the surface
element in question). A relevant question has
been asked in [3]that what is the drift distribution
D to be used in Eq. (1) when the ‘container’ is
translating, rotating and slowly changing its
shape. A solution has been provided in [3] by
seeking a function D that (a) has as little spatial
structure as possible and (b) satisfies a selfconsistency constraint and the resulting
conservation conditions on linear and angular
momentum. The present work adopt this
approach of self-consistency and implement it
for the pairs of drifts from the neck region. The
numerical results obtained with the above
formalism will be presented.
Author is grateful to Dr. D.C.Biswas for
useful comments and discussions.
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